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Abstract— As the use of internet increasing users need more and more secure network for communication. For maintaining 

the security of network it has been monitor actively. The detection of threat is must for any network before it will affects to 

the services of network so for monitoring the network the Darknet was introduced as a network telescope. Darknet is the 

routed and unallocated IP address space of existing network. Main advantage of Darknet is it provides the anonymous 

infrastructure and also it will monitor the network passively as there are no services running of network so the packets which 

are fallen in the Darknet consider as a suspicious packets. Because it is the unused space of the network, no false positive 

packets cannot be fallen over there. So when any suspicious packets captured to the Darknet it will generate the alert massage 

to the network. This paper represents the method for detection the threat as well as preventing the threat by deploying the IPS 

in the Darknet. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Darknet is the network which is created by unallocated IP address space of our network where no active services are 

running of our network. It is the routed IP address space where you can be route your network traffic. The Darknet is 

introduced as Network Telescope which is the Chunk of IP Addresses which are not used in network. As there are no 

legitimate host are connected to the Darknet server it will monitor the network passively. Because Darknet is running only in 

listening mode it will not reply to the request which is entering towards it. 

As there are no Active running services in the Darknet server the captured packets would be the suspicious packets 

because no one needs to send the request to the unused area of the network though and though someone trying to probe or 

Scan the network for doing something which will harmful to the network. 

Darknet can be used as a host flow collectors, backscatter detector, a sniffer. Most common packets arriving to the 

Darknet are Dos, malware, misconfiguration. The elegance of Darknet is it can neglect the false positive traffic and only the 

suspicious traffic will be easily found. 

II. DARKNET DEPLOYMENT 

For analysis of the network traffic through Darknet user need to deploy the Darknet Sensor Server. Darknet Server will 

deploy on unused space of the existing network. Darknet server consist Two Network Interface Cards. First will capture 

Packets and second is connected to Management console for Ssh connection. 

To prepare unused space of network recommended amount of address space is a/24. The less address space we given 

the more it will remain undetectable. The great advantage of the Darknet is we can route our entire traffic towards it and only 

suspicious will be fallen. Routing will follow the specificity so if u choose 10.0.0.1/24 – 10.0.0.100/24 internally we can 

deploy the Darknet into 10.0.0.1/8 another thing for deploying the Darknet we need layer-3 device that is router which will 

route the traffic to the Darknet.  

One server with 2 NIC which will work as a packet collector.in that one interface will act as a Darknet interface and 

another one will act as management interface we can access. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed model architecture 
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Darknet is providing anonymity to the user so by deploying the Darknet monitoring system attacker cannot detect that 

anything is working as a monitoring system 

Proposed model represent the detection and prevention of suspicious traffic through Darknet. As shown in figure 

when traffic will enter to the network it will route to the Darknet by router. The routed traffic will analyze in Darknet by the 

first interface of Darknet server which is taken as a packet collector. The Tcpdump will analyze the traffic and store it for 

future use. When the traffic will analyze if any malicious activity is fallen to the Darknet then it will block by deploying the 

Snort and if no suspicious packets are fallen it will allow to enter in the network. Here second interface in the Darknet server 

is used to manage ssh connection for network to maintain the server from the main network. 

So by deploying the IPS in the Darknet threats can be detected and prevented 

 
Fig. 2: Flow of malicious Activity Found 

Fig 2 represents the flow for finding the malicious activity. Whenever request packet is coming to the network the 

IPS mechanism will analyses its signature if there is no match found then consider as a malicious and directly DROP that 

packet otherwise next it will check the behavior based approach. Analyze the behavior of that packets and if there is no 

change in behavior than it will consider as a normal packet but if any change identifies then first do a full scanning like port 

scan , payload & header check and then store all the details in database and then drop that packets. 

 
Fig. 3: System Architecture 

As we above discussed in flow diagram whenever any attacker request comes to the network the router will route the 

traffic to the Darknet sensor server. 

This sensor server is having 2 NIC eth0 & eth1 respectively, as shown in figure eth0 is having 10.0.0.5 ip address 

which is using for management console and eth1 that is 172.168.0.6 is connected to real network where all the traffic will be 

route. 

When any request is comes to the network if it is only for real network it will be logged over Darknet server but if 

anything like someone tries to scanning the network so that kind of packets will be directly fallen to the Darknet sensor and 

the Tcpdump will analyse that packets as there are no active service is resides on the Darknet any packets which falls over 

there consider as a suspicious.  

So, when activity is found as a malicious snort rule will directly drop that packets. 
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IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

For implementing the propose scenario first network traffic should route to Darknet server. 

   
Fig. 4: Traffic route to Darknet   Fig. 5: Darknet Server rules 

Fig. 5 shows the server process for make the Darknet working. 

 
Fig. 6: Sending the packets from main network 

Fig. 6 shows the process off main network sending the request to Darknet. 
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Fig. 7: Tcpdump process 

Tcpdump will analyses the traffic and detect the source on the Darknet server. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

As user need more secure network the deployment of Darknet is the easiest way for detection of the threat and by that user get 

alert about the intrusion. Proposed work is detecting the threat by analyze the traffic using Tcpdump. Darknet is setup as if 

any real request is entering to the network it will allow to enter but if any suspicious packets are trying to enter it will not 

reached to network and when packets are fallen to the Darknet server then it will be block by Snort which is working as a IPS. 

Deploying the IPS in the Darknet is the feasible solution for threat prevention.  
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